
Insight-SAP Service Description

1. Overview

Insight-SAP allows to easily extend standard and custom SAP reports. It also supports sharing the data in
different formats using three main modes: (1) Push (2) Pull (3) Alerting.

Insight-SAP is SAP Certified and is based on standard SAP ABAP with no changes to the SAP core system
(Repairs). SAPRainbow is deployed using a standard Change Request.

2. Features

Here are some of the main features. SAPRainbow can be used in the context of existing SAP reports or new
ones.

2.1 Add columns/fields

Any field type (text, numeric, checkbox, etc) can be added to a report. An example is a comment field. It’ll
capture any data entered in SAP and can even support version management of the comments.

2.2 Enrich reports with additional SAP data
Since Insight-SAP is SAP native it can easily add description to any code field. Examples could include: Currency,
Unit of Measure, etc. Other examples include getting Customer or Vendor names adding them to an invoice or
order report.

2.3 Manipulate data using SAP currency and unit-of-measure data
You can leverage SAP’s info about currency exchange rate or unit of measure conversion to calculate total
amounts or quantities across multiple currencies and units of measures.

2.4 Conditional formatting
Similar to Excel’s conditional formatting but natively for your existing SAP reports. You can color entire rows or
cells based on conditions defined. Examples include: mark in red all POs that are overdue.

2.5 Grouping
It is similar to Excel’s pivot table but again natively for your existing SAP reports. Supports multiple levels of
hierarchies and navigation down to the specific row and even to the SAP transaction.

2.6 Share with your team and business partners
You can send alerts to your team members or business partners based on certain conditions. Each person will
get the relevant part of the report. There is full control over who can see what since it adheres to the SAP
defined permissions. They will not only be able to view the report but also to back-update SAP.



2.6 Support SAP Fiori
Insight-SAP can dynamically generate SAP Fiori adaptive UI that can be viewed from any device.

3. Scope
As part of the subscription, Insight-SAP will provide the following:

a. Installation support

b. Help in getting started

c. Training

4. Future versions
Insight-SAP is designed to support future SAP versions.
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